SUMMIT GELBVIEH
11th on-property production sale. Friday February
22, 1.30pm, Pugh Road, Narrikup, WA.
Dear valued client, we hope that the start of 2019 has so far been successful and
that cattle sales and pregnancy rates were better than expected given the tough
season. At Summit we were very happy with the outcome of a tough mating period for our cattle and investing in additional feed paid dividends most notably with our first and second commercial calvers with 140 head achieving a 90pc pregnancy
rate. Our stud and other commercial herds also recorded
equally as good results. In terms of our breeding philosophies, we are continuing to weather the storm of the Angus breed which is still making things tough for European
cattle in general. However, we have been starting to see
some signals in the marketplace to suggest that the tide
is turning and the demand for calves with a European
influence is increasing and in some sales have been edging out the straight bred Angus calves in both weight and
value. Especially given the tough season across the majority of WA, European cattle with better natural fleshing
and muscle have in general been weighing in heavier than purebred British Breed calves. At Summit Gelbvieh,
we have not wavered from our focus on maintaining as much natural fleshing and superior muscle to ensure we
are pole position for when the market place requires a better fleshed animal which has a superior dressing percentage. We trust that your bulls have been performing and you have been seeing the results in their calves. For
further information on this year’s sale team please don’t hesitate to contact us.
Kind regards the team at Summit Gelbvieh.
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Our sale team will be made up of both red and black stud Gelbvieh bulls as well a selection of Gelbvieh-Angus,
Gelbvieh-Red Angus and Gelbvieh Shorthorn composite bulls. These bulls are indicative of what we breed for in
our own commercial herd which incorporates superior muscling, moderate frame, high fertility, milk and softness. We will also again be offering several lines of Gelbvieh composite females. If you would like a copy of our
sale catalogue please let us know and we will be happy to post you out a copy or send you an electronic version.
Contact: Alexandra Riggall 0409532011 or Clare King 0407532010
Email: alexandra@rfpughandco.com.au
Website: www.summitgelbvieh.com.au
or find us on:

